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Abstract

The human-animal interaction had long been established and currently emerged in multiple aspects including housing of animals for food and as pets. The “pet birds” are the wild or exotic birds having high genetic value and are housed under captivity as companions or for ornamental purposes. The commonly housed pet birds are either passeriformes or psittaciformes. These birds are housed under conditions to meet standard requirements for welfare of pet birds. Besides the pet birds and human relationship, these birds are potential carriers or transmitters of several pathogens considered responsible for zoonotic diseases. The range of the zoonotic diseases consisted of bacterial, viral, parasitic and fungal diseases. The mode of transmission is also an important entity for understanding the spread mechanism of zoonotic diseases. The transmission and spread is predominantly through the direct contact and in the few conditions through the vectors; termed as vector-borne transmission. Altogether, in this chapter, the authors have discussed different aspects of welfare of pet birds, categories of zoonotic diseases along with mode of transmission and spread of zoonoses. At the last, few aspects of welfare of pet birds and prevention and control guidelines of zoonoses are suggested for the personal biosafety and public health.
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1. Introduction

The term “pet birds” employs on every bird which feeds on different plant seeds or grains and could be kept legally under captivity which could spent all or some time in cages. The increased
popularity of “pet birds” particularly during last few decades has highlighted the significance of pet bird zoonoses and pet bird medicine throughout the world [1]. Further, the relationship among humans and birds is diverse that existed since centuries. Humans are using wild birds for different purposes i.e. meat, eggs, skins and feathers as food or for ornamental purposes. The relation has emerged from historical sport hunting to companion or pet birds which are currently considered as “family members” in several regions of the world [2]. The majority of pet birds are originated from either passeriformes (canaries and finches etc.) or psittaciformes (budegerigars, parrots and parakeets etc.) [3]. These birds particularly the psittaciformes are naturally wild inhabitants and are now domesticated to be kept as companions or for ornamental purposes, among all the birds, parrots are the best pets which have been domesticated since the times of Alexander the Great and ancient Egyptians [4]. Further, the pigeons are among the first domesticated birds which are being reared for meat, racing and historically were used as courier pigeons particularly during wartimes [2]. Similarly, there are many factors which influence the owners to select an appropriate species of a bird to be housed as pet bird i.e. size of the birds, color, average age, sound and interaction of birds with humans. The strong relationship of owners with their pet birds increases liabilities to provide sufficient housing conditions, clean food and water as well as this relation also poses the risk of transmission and spread of zoonotic diseases. The main zoonotic diseases include bacterial (chlamydophilosis, salmonellosis and tuberculosis), viral (influenza virus infection, West Nile fever and new castle disease), parasitic (Cryptosporidium infection) and fungal (aspergillosis) diseases [5].

2. Welfare of pet birds

The urge to have exotic pets or pet birds for ornamental purposes is prehistoric which must be governed by some of the regulations. For example, in East Asian or American regions, the pet bird keeping is quite popular [8, 9]. To assure certain welfare rules for pets, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), is an international agreement that deals as licensing and governing system for the trade of animals. Exotic pet birds are obtained from the wild, born in captivity from wild parents and then reared and bred in captivity [10].

While keeping the exotic or wild birds under captivity, certain standards must be followed which includes

- Proper housing having sufficient space according to the breeding requirements
- Free access to clean water and food
3. Zoonotic diseases of pet birds

The zoonotic diseases of pet birds are mainly divided into bacterial, viral, parasitic and fungal diseases as outlined in Figure 1. These zoonotic diseases have significant impact on biosafety and human health [3].

3.1. Bacterial diseases

The important bacterial diseases are:

i. Chlamydophilosis (also termed as ornithosis, psittacosis or parrot fever) is most threatening zoonotic disease caused by a bacterium Chlamydia psittaci. Psittaciformes birds are highly susceptible to Chlamydia in comparison to passeriformes birds [11–13]. The clinical signs and symptoms in humans ranged from mild respiratory signs to severe pneumonia along with diarrhea, conjunctivitis, arthritis and genital organ infection. Veterinarian and pet birds breeders are first susceptible hosts for chlamydophilosis [14–16]. The zoonotic Chlamydia cloud also contribute to antibiotic resistant in humans [16].

ii. Salmonella species are frequently isolated from many pet birds including both passeriformes and psittaciformes. The disease cloud be classified as asymptomatic carriers to birds having severe clinical symptoms including diarrhea, septicaemia, osteomyelitis, depression, crop stasis, dehydration, anorexia [17]. Salmonella is potential zoonotic pathogen.
associated with human transmission particularly from passeriformes birds [18]. The incidence of human salmonellosis could be severe along with severe clinical signs including vomiting and diarrhea [19].

iii. Tuberculosis caused by Mycobacterium species is also believed to be transmitted by pet birds particularly psittaciformes. The commonly isolated species are *Mycobacterium genavense* and *Mycobacterium avium*, respectively [17]. However, the major human pathogen *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* is rarely reported in birds as potentially zoonotic agent.

iv. Campylobacteriosis caused by *Campylobacter jejuni* is primarily responsible for food borne infections including gastroenteritis (diarrhea, vomiting), headaches, and depression, leading sometimes to death. The condition was reported as potentially zoonotic [20, 21].

v. Some other bacterial pathogens associated with pet birds which are considered as zoonotic include Pasteurella, Klebsiella, Yersinia, Pseudomonas and *Escherichia coli* [22]. Highly pathogenic *E. coli* O157:H7 is most fatal strains transmitted from wild passeriformes to cattles followed by its introduction into the food chain which has been reported in several studies [22, 23]. Even the toxigenic strains of *E. coli* are reported in pet birds which are responsible for zoonoses [24]. Collectively, the bacterial pathogens are important for owners and breeders of pet birds.

3.2. Viral diseases

The viral pathogens associated with pet birds zoonoses includes Avian Influenza virus (AI virus), West Nile Fever virus (WNF virus) and New Castle Disease virus (ND virus). Among these AI virus is a major risk to breeders and owners of the pet birds, particularly avian influenza A is global public health threat. In one of the recent studies AI virus (H9N2) was characterized in samples originated from pet birds and the potential role of pet birds was observed in transmission and spread [25]. International pet trading also increases the risk of transmission and spread of highly pathogenic zoonotic AI viruses, for example the highly pathogenic H9N2 strain was identified from parakeets which were imported to Japan from Pakistan [26]. The significant morbidity and mortality rates are reported recently in humans due to influenza virus infections [27]. Further, the role of wild migratory birds is considered important for transmitting the pathogen in several regions of the world. The virus also spread from endemic countries to other locations through international trade of exotic and pet birds [28]. However, the commercial markets of pet birds are still a greater risk for zoonotic transmission and spread of highly pathogenic AI viruses [29]. Secondly, the zoonotic transmission and spread of different arboviruses (*Flaviviruses*) could not be neglected including WNF virus which is an emerging vector-borne zoonotic disease [30]. The pet birds are also involved in transmission and spread of WNF virus as described in recent study, further, the international routes of wild migratory birds also served as potential reservoirs for zoonotic transmission and spread as described in recent cross sectional study [6]. Mostly, the birds are infected exhibiting sub clinical course of the disease, however, birds may develop a clinical form of the disease with ocular and neurological symptoms. At the last, Newcastle disease which is caused by Avian *Paramyxovirus* is also described in pet birds and transmission to humans is possible with mild
clinical signs and symptoms which includes mild conjunctivitis [17]. Concludingly, AI and WNF viruses are potentially zoonotic having significant impact on public health whereas ND virus is less important zoonotic pathogen.

3.3. Parasitic diseases

The parasitic disease are rarely contracted and are considered as least zoonotic as compared to bacterial or viral pathogens. However, one important disease in birds is caused by *Cryptosporidium* which is characterized by intestinal and nephrotic symptoms which leads to sever diarrhea in humans [30]. The condition is usually caused by either *C. meleagridis* or *C. baylei* which are considered as zoonotic [30–32]. The prevalence of zoonotic *C. ubiquitum* in different birds (Alexandrine parakeets, Atlantic canary, budgerigar, cockatiel, crested myna, rock dove, and silky fowl, Fischer’s lovebird and rosy-faced lovebird) is considered significantly important for public health [32]. Similarly, Toxoplasmosis caused by *Toxoplasma gondii* is reported in 3 out of 140 pet birds in Fujian, China [33]. Toxoplasma was also isolated in love birds [34]. However, the main role of pet birds in transmission and spread is not well characterized. Finally, the risk of transmission and spread of parasitic infection is only important among young children who are closely associated with pet birds and are unaware of hygienic handling [17].

3.4. Fungal diseases

The pet birds are continuous source of different fungal infections which are transmissible to human, the main pathogens include *Cryptococcus* and *Aspergillus*, the former is considered as an opportunistic pathogen for humans [35], whereas later is more frequently isolated fungi from pet birds [17]. In both of the fungal pathogens, the zoonoses is considered as less important as the humans could contract the clinical disease or few clinical symptoms from environmental or other sources. In one of the previous studies, cryptococcal meningitis was reported in a female with exposure to a pet magpie that was confirmed genetically by identifying the isolates from the cerebrospinal fluid of the patient and fecal material of the bird [36]. Unfortunately, there is dearth of data with regard to aspergillosis in pet birds. *Aspergillus* spp. are isolated from pet birds from acute as well as chronic cases which is considered as less zoonotic threat [7]. Collectively, among young children and immunocompromised patients the risk of transmission of fungal pathogens from pet birds could not be neglected.

4. Route of transmission

The possible route for transmission and spread of zoonoses among breeders or owners of pet birds includes direct or vector-borne transmission.

4.1. Direct transmission

Passeriformes and psittaciformes are commonly housed pet birds as companion or for ornamental purposes. This is also quite natural that the owners or breeders of pet birds have very
close contact with their birds, thereby probability of disease contraction increases. The direct contact also involves the shedding of zoonotic pathogen in drinking water that normally comes in contact with breeders or owners of pet birds [25]. The range of direct transmission varies from allergic alveolitis to severe chlamydophilosis. The respiratory or inhalation route may result in psittacosis, allergic alveolitis or asthma among owners or breeders of pet birds [37, 38]. The contact with drinking water and foods of pet birds is also associated with transmission and spread of zoonotic diseases [37]. There is an increased numbers of different pet birds particularly at shop facilities or markets which indirectly increases the risk of transmission and spread of different diseases particularly salmonellosis and chlamydophilosis [39]. One of the another aspects is “kitchen-housing” of pet birds that also has an impact on zoonotic transmission and spread of several infections to the owners of the pet birds. Different meetings or gatherings of pet birds by the owners in different pet bird exhibitions or pet bird shows also increases the risk of transmission and spread of various pathogens. Therefore, unusual close contact with pet birds should be avoided to control direct transmission of infectious pathogens.

4.2. Vector-borne transmission

The vector-borne zoonotic diseases are also a major problem for breeders and owners of pet birds. For example, different species of mosquitoes are responsible for transmission of Flaviviruses like WNF virus [40]. Mosquitoes (Culex, Anopheles and Culiseta) play an important role in transmission and spread of WNF virus, therefore, it is important to control the mosquitoes population in the surroundings of pet birds [41, 42]. Normally, the mosquitoes acquire infection while feeding on infected pet birds or other animals, therefore mosquito-borne infections also resulted in an outbreak form in a particular region [43]. Similarly, ticks (particularly genus *Ixodes*) also play role in transmission and spread of several pathogens which include *Borrelia burgdorferi* which is causative agent of Lyme disease [44]. The role of tick infestation was found among European songbirds and further transmission to humans [45]. The presence of ticks was also demonstrated on migratory birds in Iceland [46]. Even the large birds or zoo birds also have an incidence of tick infestation as recently observed in captive Emu at Healesville sanctuary, Victoria, Australia [47]. Some species of mites are also reported to suck the blood of pet birds including *Dermanyssus gallinae*, this is a nocturnal ectoparasite and found on pet birds as well as on the surroundings which may involve in the transmission and spread of *Coxiella burnetii*, *Salmonella* and *Listeria monocytogenes* infections [48–50]. Altogether, the transmission and spread of zoonotic diseases which are caused by either mosquitoes, ticks or mites could be well controlled by regular cleanliness of pet birds and surroundings of pet birds [48, 51].

5. Guidelines for welfare of pet birds and for prevention of potential zoonotic diseases

To control the transmission and spread of potential zoonoses, at least the below mentioned precautionary measure should be adopted [10, 11]:
- Free access to water and food for good health of pet birds
- Good housing facility which protects from harsh environment conditions
- Sufficient space to maintain the natural behavior
- Careful handling
- Prevention and control of diseases of pet birds
- Cleanliness of clothing and shoes following contact with other birds
- Washing of hands before and after handling birds
- Regular cleanliness of cages, food and water
- Discard the remaining food (fruits and vegetables) regularly
- Regular washing and cleanliness of cages at least once a week
- Storage of food in clean and sealed containers
- Cleanliness and disinfection of cages before use
- Quarantine of the sick or newly introduced pet birds
- Restricted access of persons having their own pet birds
- Follow the rules for import or export of pet birds
- It is also recommended that breeders or pet shop owners should control the transmission and spread of zoonotic diseases [39].

Usually, sellers or breeders of pet birds are well aware of the precautions; however, the risk of zoonoses is higher in the cases of housing the pet birds for the first time particularly when children or their parents are not informed and guided properly.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion the pet birds must have free access to clean food and water, freedom from discomfort, distress, pain, injury and several diseases. At the end, the relation of pet birds and humans is an interesting entity which cannot be neglected as potential source of zoonoses. A good strategy could be isolation of new pet birds for first few days from the existing pet birds for control of potential diseases. The understanding of natural behavior of pet birds, zoonotic disease and different routes of transmission and spread along with basic information with regard to potential zoonotic disease could minimize the risk of zoonoses to the owners and breeders of pet birds, ultimately providing good care to pet birds.
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